Abstract. Recall that a C\ method is obtained by deleting a set of rows from the Cesaro matrix C\. In this paper we study the (strongly) C\-conull FK-spaces and give some characterizations. We also apply these results to summability domains.
Introduction and notation
The classification of conservative matrices as conull or coregular was defined by Wilansky in [16] . The mentioned classification was extended to all FK-spaces by Yurimyae [19] and Snyder [15] . Some results of Sember [13] - [14] were improved by Bennett [3] for all conull FK-spaces. Ince, in [10] , continued to work on (strongly) Cesaro conull FK-spaces and to give some characterizations.
In section 2, for an FK-space X, the concepts of CA-conullity have been defined. Their relationship to ordinary conullity and Cesaro conullity, weak CA-wedgeness and CVwedgeness have also been examined.
In section 3 we study the subspaces C\W and C\S of an FK-space X.
In section 4 we obtain some results for a summability domain Ya to be (strongly) CA-conull.
Let F be an infinite subset of N and F as the range of a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers, say F = {A(n)}^L 1 . The Cesaro submethod C\ is defined as 
tl
where {x*} is a sequence of a real or complex numbers. Therefore, the C A -method yields a subsequence of the Cesaro method C\, and hence it is regular for any A. C\ is obtained by deleting a set of rows from Cesaro matrix. The basic properties of C^-method can be found in [1] and [12] . w denotes the spaces of all complex-valued sequences any vector subspace X of w is a sequence space. A sequence space X with a complete, metrizable, locally convex topology r is called an FK-space if the inclusion map i : (X,T) -> w, i(x) = x, is continuous when w is endowed with the topology of coordinatewise convergence. An FK-space whose topology is normable is called a BK-space. The basic properties of FK-spaces may be found in [17] , [18] and [20] .
By c, c 0 ,f° we denote the spaces of all convergent sequences, null sequences and bounded sequences, respectively. These are FK-spaces under ||x|| = sup" |x n |. By £ p , 1 < p < oo, the space of all absolutely p-summable sequences; bv = {x G w\ J^Li I
x n -£n+i| < oo},the space of all summable sequences of bounded variation; cs = {x G w;
x n exists}, the space of all summable sequences; and bs = {x G w, sup fc | Xn \ < usua^> i 1 is replaced by I. The sequence space
is BK-space with the norm ||x|| = sup
(see [3] , [6] , [8] and [9] ). Throughout the paper e denotes the sequences of ones, (1,1,..., 1,...); <5 J , (j = 1,2,...), the sequence (0,0,..., 0,1,0,...) with the one in the jth position; (j > the linear span of the <5 J 's. The linear span of (f> and e is denoted by <f>\. The topological dual of X is denoted by X'. A sequence x in a locally convex sequence space X is said the property AK (respectively aK{A)) if x^ x (respectively ^ x{k)
x ) in x where x(n) = {xi,x2, • • •, x n , 0,...) = X!fe=i Xk6 k . An FK-space X is called conservative iic C X. Also, an FK-space X is called semi-conservative if xf C cs, where Xf = {{f{6 k )} : f € X'} [17] and [18] . We recall (see [8] and [9] ) that the a-dual of a subset X of w is defined to be where x.y = (x n y n ). For example as" = q with oo q := jz : ^ j|A 2 Xj| < oo and x € [5] . i=i Following Yurimyae [19] and Snyder [15] we say that an FK-space (X, r) containing fa is a conull space if e-e^ = (0,0,..., 0,1,1,...) -• 0 (weakly) in X. It is strongly conull space if e -e^ -> 0 in X, [3] . Bennett, in [3] , gave a relationship between (strongly) conull and (wedge) weak wedge FK-spaces. Recall that if (X, r) is a K-space containing <j >, and 8 K -• 0 (weakly) in X then (X,T) is called a weak wedge space [3] .
CA-COIIU11 FK-spaces
In this section, the concept of C\-conullity for an FK-space X containing fa is defined, and several theorems on this subject Eire given. 
An example of FK-space which is CA-conull but not conull is given in [10] in case A(n) = n.
The theorem below gives us the equivalence of Cesaro conullity and C\-conullity of an FK-space X. Proof. Necessity is trivial.
Sufficiency. Let X be CA-conull. Then for each f £ X', we have
, it is Ci-summable to same value. Therefore, X is a Ci-conull space.
Using the same technique one can get the following THEOREM 2.3. Let X be an FK-space with (f>i C X, X* C bs and
is C\-conull if and only if it is C^-conull.
To see that lim n = 1 is not a necessary condition in Theorem 2.3, simply consider the sequences A(n) = n 2 and n(n) = n 3 .Then lim" = lim n = 1, and hence, by Theorem 2.2, X is C\-conull if and only if it is Ci-conull and X is C^-conull if and only if it is Ci-conull. However, In Theorem 2.2, with limsup n = 1 replaced by lim n = 1, the following result is easily obtained by Theorem 2.3.
is Ci-conull if and only if it is C\-conull.
Now we show that conullity and C\-conullity of a semi-conservative FKspace are equivalent concepts.
THEOREM 2.5. Let X be a semi-conservative FK-space. Then X is conull if and only if it is C\-conull.
Proof. Only the sufficiency part needs to be proved. Suppose that X is CA-conull. A few calculation yields that
Since X is semi-conservative we have (/(<5 J )) G cs; so, the second term on the right hand side in (2) tends to zero as n -» oo. The left hand side must also tend to zero as n -> oo because of CA-conullity of X. This implies that %(/) = 0,i.e. X is conull.
Since every conservative FK-space is semi-conservative we may give the following corollary. (X,T) is a topological isomorphism [11] . If X is C\-conull, then y r -> 0 (weakly) in X. in S _1 (X), and so is weak C^-wedge space. To prove the sufficiency it is enough to observe that S : (S~1(X), r') -> (X,T) is weakly continuous Proof. Now assume that X be a crK(\)-space, then for each x € X we have xfe £ifc=i x(k) = ife Efc=i £$=i x i 6j oo). In particular;
let x = e 6 X. Hence X is CVconull space, so, it is not aK(X)-space.
COROLLARY 2.11. Let c^be a conservative space. If ca is not a C\-conull, then it cannot be a oK{X)-space.
For the proof it suffices to take X -ca in Theorem 2.10.
THEOREM 2.12. Let X be a conservative FK-space and consider the propositions below:
.
Proof. (i)=>(ii)=^(iii) is immediate from the definitions. We now prove that (iii) implies (iv): If / = 0, on <f>, /(e) = limn ^ ES EjLi /(*') = 0 and the result follow by the Hahn-Banach theorem.
Using the fact that the space z~l.X -{x : z.x € X} is an FK-space [18] one can get immediately the following: 
THEOREM 2.17. (i) An FK-space that contains a (strongly) C\-conull FKspace must be a (strongly) C\-conull FK-space. (ii) A closed subspace, containing <f>i, of a (strongly) C\-conull FK-space is a (strongly) C\-conull FK-space. (iii) A countable intersection of (strongly) C\-conull FK-spaces is a (strongly) C\-conull FK-spaces.
The proof is easily obtained from elementary properties of FK-spaces (see, e.g, [18] ).
COROLLARY 2.18. If c is closed in Y, Y is not C\-conull.
For c = cj is not CA-conull. In particular not CA-conull.
Bennett, in [4] , has shown that if A is a conull matrix and CA C\£°° C cb then B is a conull matrix. Also Wilansky, in [18] , has shown that if X is a conull space and X H Ccg then B is a conull matrix. The following result is an analogue of these results which almost follows the same lines, so the details are omitted. THEOREM 2.19 . Let X be C\-conull space, and B a conservative matrix with X n e°° Cc B -Then B is a conull.
We now show that if X is CA-conull, then X contains a summable sequence which is not of bounded variation; and also it contains a summable sequence which is not absolutely p-summable. THEOREM 
(i) If X is C\-conull, then X f)(cs\ bv) is non-empty.
(
Proof, (i) Since bv is not C^-conull, then by Theorem 2.17 (i), bv fl X is not Cx-conuH either. Theorem 2.17 (ii) implies that bv fl X is not closed in X, and the result follows from Theorem 2 of [2] .
(ii) The proof follows the same lines as in (i). So we omit the details.
Bennett, in [2] , has shown that if X is a conull space, then X fl £°° is non-separable in
We show that the same conclusion remains true if conullity is replaced by CA-conullity. THEOREM 
If X is C\-conull, thenXDi 00 is a non-separable subspace of
Proof. It is clear that c is not a CA-conull space, and hence, by Theorem 2.17 (i), nor is cfl X. Theorem 2.17(ii), implies that cfl X is not closed in X. Now Theorem 8 of [2] yields the result.
Some subspaces of X
We shall now study the subspaces C\W and C\S of an FK-space X: Proof, (i) Necessity. Let / G (z^.X)'. By Theorem 4.4.10 of [18] , / e (z -1 .X)' iff f(x) = ax + g(z.x), a € <fr, g G X'. Hence we get that
Since a G <f>, YlJLi a i exist, so we have X)fc=i Y^JLk+i otj -> 0 as n -> oo. By hypothesis, for all g G X', g(z -jfa ]Lfc!=i J2j=i z jf> j ) 0 as n -» oo. Sufficiency is trivial by (3).
(ii) Necessity. Consider Theorem 4.3.6 of [18] to obtain the seminomas of z~xX. Observe that 11, i > A(n).
Hence, for each i, Pi(j n ) -• 0 as n -> oo. Also,
' fc=i i=i Now the result follows at once.
Summability domains and applications
In this sections we give simple conditions for a summability domain Ya to be (strongly) CA-conull. We shall be concerned with matrix transformations y = Ax, where x,y G w, A = {tXij}^=i is an infinite matrix with complex coefficients, and oo (see [18] ). Let us now prove (ii)=(iii). Since Az^ = X]j=i Zja J , the proof follows immediately. Proof. It is enough to take z = e in the part of (ii)=(iii) of Theorem 4.3.
The following result is immediate from the definitions. 
